American Beauty

OVERVIEW: The American Beauty lathe has a sliding headstock, stainless steel ways and industrial grade motor and controls. It can be purchased with a 2 or 3HP motor in 220 volt only. Variable speed, forward and reverse are standard.

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT: The American Beauty adjusts to fit you. Each leg is made from 3 x 3 square steel tubing and adjusts independently. The apron that holds the leg is made from 7ga. steel. There are lips in the aprons where you can put a shelf to hold tools or add more weight.
POWER TO SPARE: Low end torque is ensured by the vector style motor drive with auto tune. The motor drive (aka: “VFD” or “Inverter”) is housed below the lathe in the leg assembly, protected and out of the dust. Motors are either Baldor or Leeson. Either motor is high-efficiency and industrial-grade. Both are made in the USA. In addition, there are two belt ranges: high speed and high torque.

CONTROL: The corded pendent controller is fitted with two rare earth magnets and can be moved anywhere along the lathe bed, on the leg assembly, tailstock, banjo or on the headstock. You can start and stop the lathe, change direction and change speed all with this unit.

BEARINGS: We use heavy duty 6300 series on the American Beauty which carry 40% more dynamic load than the bearings the competition uses on their big lathes. Because of this, we are the only lathe manufacturer to warrant the headstock bearings, AND to warrant them for a full seven years. That's two years longer than any other major lathe manufacturer warrants anything.
**SPINDLE:** Spindles are machined from pre-hardened and stress relieved 4140 Chrome Moly alloy steel. The bearing journals are precision ground to within 0.0003". We also use the universal standard spindle nose size for larger lathes: 1 1/4" – 8 TPI, so that a great variety of chucks, faceplates and other accessories will fit. A metric spindle threaded 33 x 3.5 is also available.

Recognizing the need to turn in reverse occasionally, especially for sanding, our spindles incorporate a safety groove for a set screw. Locking the spindle disconnects the controls, so no more burnt belts if you try to start the lathe with the spindle lock engaged.

**HEADSTOCK AND TAILSTOCK:** The headstock is relieved in front, allowing great access to the back of the work. Both the headstock and tailstock are formed from cast iron in a US foundry and then precision CNC machined to exacting tolerances. To move them, lift the large lever, slide to the new position, and push down on the lever to lock it in place. To ensure alignment, push them against the back way when you lock the down. This way the tennon underneath makes firm contact and lines up the centers.

**INDEXING:** 48 position indexing is standard and accessed from inside the headstock.

**BED CONSTRUCTION:** All Robust lathes come with stainless steel ways standard. We use 3/8" thick structural steel tubing on the American Beauty. The bed is a square tube set on the diamond – that lets the chips fall away much better than a round bed or a cast bed with reinforcing ribs. Bed extensions are constructed of the same heavy materials.
**TILT-AWAY:** The optional American Beauty Tilt-Away gets the tailstock completely out of the way and allows you to quickly and easily bring it back into position. Add a gas shock and make re positioning the tailstock a one finger operation. Learn more about the patented Tilt-Away by clicking on the tab at the top.

**Standard Features:**

- Sliding Headstock
- Stainless Steel Ways
- 25” Inboard Capacity, 60” Outboard
- Adjustable Spindle Height
- Corded Pendant Controller
- 2 or 3 HP 220 volt US Made Motor
- Premium Vector Drive with Auto-Tune
- Variable Speed, Forward/Reverse
- Graduated Quill

**Popular Options:**

- Three Horsepower Motor and Drive
- Tilt Away
The American Beauty is featured in David Ellsworth’s recent book, “Ellsworth on Woodturning”

Tilt Away

THE AMERICAN BEAUTY TILT-AWAY™

While needed for so many operations, tailstocks are often in the way when turning bowls, vessels and boxes. The normal solution: take it off and try to find a clean spot that isn’t also a trip hazard. That's the easy part. Getting a heavy tailstock back on your lathe quickly and safely can be a chore.

That's why we invented and patented the remarkable Tilt-Away™, a COMPLETE solution that gets the tailstock out of the way, stores it, and quickly repositions it - PLUS gives you added spindle turning capacity.
For those reasons, Tilt-Away is the #1 option added to an American Beauty.

To use it, simply slide the tailstock onto the Tilt-Away and lock it down. Release the Tilt-Away locking lever and tilt the tailstock away from you. Now the tailstock is COMPLETELY out of the way.

With the tailstock out of the way, a second set of ways come up and aligns with the lathe bed giving you extra room for your hollowing rig and to support the sliding headstock or banjo.

To put your tailstock back in position, simply reverse the procedure. Add a gas shock to the tailstock and make this a one finger operation.

For those that occasionally turn from the back of the lathe, the Tilt Away is ambidextrous and can be used to place the
tailstock on the front side of the lathe as well (although adding the gas shock does negate this feature).
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